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Release Notes for Patch Release#6178

1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev29
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev19
Open-Xchange App Suite office-web 7.10.6-rev6

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Breaking Changes

Warning
This delivery is affected by changes which potentially require manual interactions at update time.
Please read this section carefully before updating and follow the guidance. We higly recomment to
prepare the update on a staging or test system in advance.
ASP-119;Add Greek language support;With this patch we will introduce Greek language support.

3 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6176.

OXUIB-1653 Broken Free-Busy calendar
Was caused by incomplete (but still valid) freebusy data.
This has been solved by making the planning view more robust, using the data that is there and
using defaults for the rest.

MWB-1819 Address is set to the own address when replying to an eMail
Failed parsing of RFC 822 E-Mail addresses having ”mailto:” prefix in address part.
Solution: Orderly parse RFC 822 E-Mail addresses having ”mailto:” prefix in address part.

OXUIB-1807 Deduplication of email address when adding a contact to a distribution list
does not work (sometimes)
Check was only done in contact picker.
This has been solved by making a proper check when members are added to the list.

MWB-1808 Notification popup for tasks in appointments does not come up for all accounts
in context
Reminders which are not accessible anymore are usually deleted. This didn’t work in this case be-
cause a sligtly different exceeption was thrown.
This has been fixed by extending the check to encompass more error codes.

MWB-1801 Dataexport limits file size silently to 4GB
Files/items that require Zip64 support abort creation of resulting data export ZIP archive.
This has been solvedby introducing new configoption ”com.openexchange.gdpr.dataexport.useZip64”
whether ZIP64 format should be used which supports files larger than 4GB (default is true).

MWB-1782 Unexpected error using User Copy Tool: Duplicate entry
This only includes the partial fix for the potential null pointer that occurred for a user.

MWB-1779 JPEG cannot be added - error: Upload file is invalid or illegal
False-positive detection of a JavaScript event handler.
Fixed false-positive detection of a JavaScript event handler to solve this issue.
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MWB-1826 Image not displayed in a signature
Added DEBUG logging.

4 Changes relevant for Operators

4.1 Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-1141 Added option to specify whether ZIP64 format is supposed to be used
for data export
Added lean config option ”com.openexchange.gdpr.dataexport.useZip64” to specify whether ZIP64
format is supposed to be used for generated data export ZIP archives. ZIP64 does support files
larger than 4GB and has a few more less restrictions than ZIP32 format.
Neither reloadable nor config-cascade aware.

5 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

6 Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-1653, MWB-1819, OXUIB-1807, MWB-1808, MWB-1801, MWB-1782, MWB-1779, MWB-1826,
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